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10 It is shown that lasing can be achieved in commercial organic liquid scintillators. Using a dynamic grating induced
11 by an interference pattern in the scintillator volume, distributed feedback lasing is shown to occur in four out of five
12 commercial liquid scintillators that have been investigated. Although these scintillators are not designed for lasing
13 application, their purpose being to measure radioactivity, induction of a laser effect, furthermore with a tuning range
14 of approximately 30 nm, has been attained. © 2013 Optical Society of America
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17 Optical resonators such as the distributed feedback
18 (DFB) laser [1] are to this day widely used in a variety
19 of fields. Mainly developed for communication technolo-
20 gies [2], its use ranges from lab-on-chip devices [3] to
21 Martian exobiology [4,5]. Photonics has recently been
22 used in nuclear science, where it has been demonstrated
23 that using photonic crystals can improve light extraction
24 from scintillators [6,7].
25 Whether they are homeland security-, CBRN-E de-
26 fense-, or contamination monitoring-related, nuclear in-
27 strumentation needs to rely on cheap and efficient
28 sensing devices in order to be spread out. Scintillators
29 are luminescent materials in which light is induced by
30 the excitation and ionization provided by ionizing radia-
31 tion emitted following radioactive decay [8,9]. Because
32 they are fast and low-cost and can be manufactured into
33 large quantities, organic scintillators have been chosen
34 for our study.
35 A typical scintillator is made of a solvent/matrix (for
36 liquid or solid scintillator, respectively), and a primary
37 and a secondary solute/fluorophore. When an ionizing
38 particle passes through a scintillator, it transfers some—
39 and sometimes all—of its energy to the solvent. The typ-
40 ical linear energy transfer ranges in the keV to MeV∕μm
41 region. This energy is then transferred through a cascade
42 process to the first and then secondary solutes, the latter
43 emitting light when deexciting to the fundamental energy
44 level. The emission spectrum should correspond to the
45 maximum detection efficiency of the coupled photo-
46 detector(s) (around 420 nm for most of them). Because
47 of this emission wavelength requirement, most of the
48 scintillators’ wavelength shifters are either Bis-MSB or
49 POPOP. The solvent must also be adapted to the kind
50 of particle that is to be detected (e.g., alpha, beta, gamma,
51 neutron), which itself depends on the radioactive sample.
52 It is this energy absorption and transfer, depending on
53 the considered sample and radionuclide, that will deter-
54 mine the composition of a cocktail for liquid scintillation
55 counting.
56 While a scintillating material will fluoresce, a fluoresc-
57 ing material may not fulfill scintillating criteria, which

58can be the case of laser dye doped polymeric materials
59or conjugated polymers. These materials are used for
60organic tunable lasers, but are not optimized regarding
61their scintillating properties. For instance, although it
62is a widely used laser dye, exposing a rhodamine 6G
63in ethanol solution to beta irradiation with a
6423.1 MBq90Sr∕90Y radioactive source, we have not been
65able to observe any scintillation light. This is why scintil-
66lators, among the most used nuclear measurement tech-
67nologies, are here investigated regarding their lasing
68ability.
69The samples are five different commercial liquid scin-
70tillators, each having a particular aim, here described:

71BC-501A/NE-213: (Saint-Gobain). Optimized for neu-
72tron/gamma discrimination.
73High-efficiency mineral oil scintillator: (Mineral Oil,
74PerkinElmer). Optimized for Radon detection in water
75and soil samples.
76Pico-Fluo 15: (PF15, PerkinElmer). Specifically formu-
77lated for aqueous samples.
78ProSafe FC+: (PSFC, Meridian). Designed for filter
79counting.
80Ultima Gol AB: (UGAB, PerkinElmer). Specifically de-
81signed for alpha/beta discrimination.

82The scintillating solutions were used as sold.
83In order to determine the stimulated emission thresh-
84old, the linearity break in the output versus input excita-
85tion power is sought. Excitation of the samples is
86provided by a frequency-tripled (355 nm) 20 mJ pulsed
87picosecond Nd3�:YAG laser. Excitation beam energy is
88tailored through a homemade continuous variable at-
89tenuator based on an adjustable waveplate paired with
90a polarizer. The 2.5 mm diameter 355 nm beam is then
91passed through a cylindrical lens, focusing the Gaussian-
92shaped beam into a �2.5 × 0.27� mm2 line onto the sam-
93ples. This focusing, as well as increasing the energy
94density, lowers the stimulated emission threshold, thanks
95to waveguiding effects. The samples are contained in a
962 mm optical path quartz cuvette, except for UGAB,
97for which the optical path is 10 mm.
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98 Both linewidth thinning and output versus input inten-
99 sity linearity break have been observed when exciting

100 most of the scintillators. Both behaviors have been ob-
101 served with most of our scintillators, the measurements
102 for the ProSafe FC [10] scintillator being presented
103 in Fig. 1.
104 Table 1 lists the measured stimulated emission thresh-
105 olds for these scintillators. The stimulated emission re-
106 gime could not be reached for mineral oil, even at full
107 beam power. Also, due to a limited resolution of this ex-
108 perimental setup and a very steep increase of the scintil-
109 lator’s response, the UGAB threshold is overestimated.
110 Similar results were obtained by Abakumov et al. [11]
111 and Broida and Haydon [12] in the 1970s, but although
112 stimulated emission thresholds are only provided by
113 Abakumov, no information is given as to how these were
114 obtained.
115 Creating a periodic variation of the optical properties
116 of a dielectric material at the optical wavelength scale
117 changes the material’s light generation and propagation
118 properties. Inducing gain, refractive index, or topography
119 gratings will thus change the way light is absorbed and

120emitted and the way it propagates. A change in the
121diffraction behavior can also define privileged light chan-
122nels, which, combined with a light amplification mecha-
123nism due to a primary amplification phenomenon, can
124lead to an important amplification of the output light.
125These abilities have been built-on to design prototypes
126for highly sensitive sensing devices [13,14].
127Nanostructuration of a material can either be perma-
128nent or not. The first, based on material etching (e.g., by
129soft lithography [15]), does not suit our proof-of-concept
130investigation because of the time and material cost it im-
131plies. This is why transient grating structuration, allowing
132a real-time control of the periodic structure properties,
133has been chosen.
134The experimental scheme used to create such tran-
135sient grating is presented in Fig. 2. The same focused
136laser beam as in the previous experiment is used in order
137to lower the DFB lasing threshold, as observed by
138Dumarcher et al. [16]. It is then split by a system of two
139prisms and, after reflection on contra-rotating mirrors,
140interferes on the sample’s surface. Samples are contained
141in the exact same quartz cuvettes as for the stimulated
142emission experiment. Spectra are collected through a
143spherical lens into an optical fiber, and sent to a diffrac-
144tion spectrometer (Acton SP-2300i spectrograph coupled
145to a Princeton Instruments PI-MAX intensified CCD
146camera). Optical densities can eventually be used to at-
147tenuate the collected light. In the present case, both ex-
148citation and modulation of the optical properties are
149provided by the λexc � 355 nm laser beam (correspond-
150ing to the absorption spectrum of the samples).
151The sinusoidally varying intensity profile created by
152the interference pattern generates a combination of both
153gain and refractive index 1D gratings. Due to the optical
154Kerr effect, the refractive index n varies as n � n0 � Δn,
155where n0 is the linear refractive index and Δn is the
156refractive index variation induced by the high-intensity
157optical field. Interfringe spacing, i.e., grating period Λ,
158is controlled by the intersection angle θ of the incident
159laser beams via

Λ � λexc
2 sin θ

: (1)
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F1:1 Fig. 1. Emission spectra of the ProSafe FC liquid scintillator
F1:2 for different excitation energy densities. The excitation beam is
F1:3 a �2.5 × 0.27� mm2 third harmonics (355 nm) of a picosecond
F1:4 Nd3�:YAG laser, focused into a line. Inset: intensity of the light
F1:5 emitted for different values of excitation energy density. Above
F1:6 the threshold of 0.41 mJ cm−2, the linebreak indicates stimu-
F1:7 lated emission is occurring. The linear fits are used to interpo-
F1:8 late the linebreak location.

Table 1. Stimulated Emission Threshold and DFB

Lasing Values of the Commercial Liquid Scintillators

Obtained with the Current Experimental Setupa

T1:1 Sample
S.E. Thres.
[mJ cm−2]

DFB Lasing Wavelength [nm] neff at
425 nmT1:2 Min. Max. Range

T1:3 BC-501A 4.94 419.1 429.8 10.6 1.3084
T1:4 Mineral >13.19 n/a n/a n/a n/a
T1:5 PF15 0.24 417.4 433.2 15.7 1.2971
T1:6 PSFC 0.41 417.4 432.7 15.3 1.3151
T1:7 UGAB 0.29 415.4 443.3 28.0 1.3368

aEffective refractive index values were obtained using Eq. (3) and data
from Fig. 4(b).

F2:1Fig. 2. Schematic of the dynamic DFB grating experimental
F2:2setup. The interference pattern creates gain and refractive
F2:3index gratings. Prisms are UV-grade silica. The contra-rotation
F2:4angle of the mirrors is controlled through a linear translation
F2:5stage. Materials are excited with the third harmonics (355 nm)
F2:6of a picosecond Nd3�:YAG laser.
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160 Optical feedback is provided by the scattered light in the
161 periodically structured material when the Bragg condi-
162 tion is fulfilled for a defined diffraction order p, as de-
163 scribed by the coupled-wave theory presented by
164 Kogelnik and Shank in the early 1970s [17]:

λL � 2neffΛ
p

; (2)

165 where λL is the DFB lasing wavelength, and neff is the
166 effective refractive index seen by the waveguided mode.
167 Figure 3 shows the effect of the optical periodical ex-
168 citation performed on the ProSafe FC sample. A narrow
169 emission peak is induced on the stimulated emission band
170 when the Bragg condition is fulfilled. The energy from the
171 stimulated emission continuum is channeled into the
172 DFB laser emission, which has a narrower linewidth (de-
173 scribed by the FWHM). As examples, the fluorescence,
174 stimulated emission, and DFB lasing spectra’s FWHM val-
175 ues measured for UGAB and PSFC are 45∶25∶0.5 and
176 25∶6∶0.6 nm, respectively. In our configuration, DFB las-
177 ing occurs in the second order of diffraction [see Eq. (2)],
178 which corresponds to a laser beam emitted perpendicu-
179 larly to the interference fringes. As can also be observed
180 from the DFB spectrum in Fig. 3, stimulated emission en-
181 ergy is not completely redistributed in the laser peak:

182there is a competition for the gain between lasing and
183nonlasing modes. Optical losses in the DFB system can
184partly be explained by a poor confinement of the propa-
185gating waves in the configuration here used and by an
186equipment-related inhomogeneous transient grating.
187Eventually, because it is integrated into the gain
188medium itself, DFB makes DFB lasers much more stable,
189both mechanically and geometrically, as well as much
190more compact.
191Our dynamic grating configuration also enables us to
192continuously tune the wavelength of the DFB laser by ad-
193justing the interfering angle of the exciting/structuring
194beams as underlined by Eq. (3). The contra-rotating
195mirrors angle is controlled by a linear translation stage
196coupled to the mirrors’ rotation axis. Hence lasing
197wavelength, given by

λL � neffλexc
p sin θ

; (3)

198can be tuned according to the contra-rotation angle.
199Tuning of the four tested scintillators is presented in
200Fig. 4, with a focus on the DFB spectra of PSFC in
201Fig. 4(a). Their tuning ranges are listed in Table 1, except
202for mineral oil, for which stimulated emission threshold
203could not be reached.
204The plots of Fig. 4(b) show the lasing wavelength
205evolution according to this linear stage’s position Lθ.
206Waveguided modes’ propagation constants must verify
207the Bragg condition for different interfering conditions.
208Hence the observed wavelength shift between the curves
209with an identical grating period is due to the effective
210refractive index neff , which is different for each scintilla-
211tor, as shown in Table 1, where its values at 425 nm are
212indicated.
213This ability to trigger a laser emission in scintillating
214materials can have strong implications in the detection
215of nuclear particles and could lead to the definition of
216new strategies for the design of devices with improved
217sensitivity.
218We have evidenced laser action in commercial liquid
219scintillators under the DFB regime with a maximum
220tuning range of 28 nm attained with Ultima Gold AB,
221spanning from 415 to 443 nm.
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F3:1 Fig. 3. ProSafe FC DFB lasing growing atop the stimulated
F3:2 emission continuum once the Bragg condition is fulfilled.
F3:3 Excitation is achieved with the third harmonics (355 nm) of
F3:4 a picosecond Nd3�:YAG laser.

F4:1 Fig. 4. DFB lasing of the commercial liquid scintillators. Excitation is a 2.5 mm diameter, third harmonics (λexc � 355 nm) beam of
F4:2 a picosecond Nd3�:YAG laser, focused into a narrow stripe.
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222 Out of the five scintillators that have been tested, all
223 but one (Mineral Oil) could achieve stimulated emission
224 under our current experimental setup (picosecond,
225 20 mJ, frequency-tripled Nd3�:YAG laser). All scintilla-
226 tors that could achieve stimulated emission were able to
227 show lasing emission when subjected to a dynamic peri-
228 odic modulation of their optical properties.
229 Scintillators are widely used in nuclear instrumenta-
230 tion, while their main drawback is their low light output
231 when exposed to ionizing radiation. The lasing ability
232 of the commercial scintillators demonstrated here might
233 open the way to a new application of photonics in nu-
234 clear instrumentation.
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